Regular Seeds: Pink Banana Crush

Pink Banana Crush

[(Pink Panther X Grape Crush) X cBanana] X MAC

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Final price: $100.00
Discount

Ask a question about this product
Seed Brand Hammerhead Genetics

Description
Pink Panther - Pink Panther has an energized effect on your system, making you feel creative and euphoric. It makes you happy and clearheaded at the same time. It is a blend of 85 percent Sativa and 15 percent Indica. As it is a Sativa dominant strain, it does have certain
psychoactive effects on you. It has an airy feel to it and has light green leaves that are covered with brown hairs. Pink Panther has a 22 to 24
percent THC level that makes it a strong marijuana strain. Its CBD level is around 0.46 percent. It has a lovely aroma that is an amalgamation of
sweet pine and pear scents. The taste is quite pleasant as well and is a blend of strong earthy and sweet flavours, including pine and pear
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flavours. The pungent aroma of Pink Panther gets straight to your head and produces a powerful buzz on your body. This strain excellent for the
anxiety patients as it relieves their headaches, stress and other anxiety symptoms. In addition to that, you can use it for soothing your irritability
and depression as well. Migraines, chronic and mild pains and nausea can also be mitigated by the use of Pink Panther.
Grape Crush - The indica genes win out in this hybrid (the exact sativa/indica ratio is unknown), though the sativa keeps the high energized and
easy. Grape Crush is a descendant of indica Blueberry parents, so its distinct purple coloring and sweet berry flavor are no coincidence. This
strain produces a euphoric, lazy sensation with both head and body effects. The high is happy, focused, and occasionally sleepy. Grape Crush
is effective as a treatment for anxiety and stress, as well as sleeplessness, chronic pain, and migraine headaches. Dry mouth is fairly common,
as are dry eyes and dizziness. Headaches and paranoia are more limited. THC levels can vary considerably in this strain, but available tests
peg them at slightly more than 12%. CBD levels, meanwhile, are just 0.28%, not enough to recommend Grape Crush as a treatment for epilepsy
or other disorders that respond to CBD. This strain can be found on legal medical markets in California, Oregon, Arizona, Colorado, and
Canada. It may appear on the black market in some places, so while it's relatively popular, it isn't exactly a staple among patients.
cBanana -Chiquita Banana is an evenly balanced hybrid (50% indica/50% sativa) strain created through crossing the delicious OG Kush X
Banana strains. No bud can really taste like bananas, right? Wrong – this tasty bud earns its name with each delicious inhale and intoxicating
exhale. Chiquita Banana actually tastes like fresh bananas with a sugary sweet lemony exhale. The smell is more citrus and tropical than
banana-y with just a kiss of earthiness. Don't let the taste trick you into using more than you should – with an average THC level of 33%, this
mouthwatering bud is not to be underestimated. The high is a creeper, sneaking up on you several minutes after you toke and completely taking
hold in one swoop. You'll almost instantly feel insanely euphoric, so much so that you'll fall into crazed fits of giggles about almost anything.
Even with this giddy effect, your body will be anchored to the real world with a relaxing body high that's very mild in nature. With these hardhitting effects, Chiquita Banana is suggested for experienced users who suffer from condition such as cramps, chronic pain, depression, and
insomnia. This bud has small tight pebble-shaped forest green nugs with dark leaves and bright orange hairs.
MAC - MAC, also known as “Miracle Alien Cookies,” is an evenly balanced hybrid strain (50% indica/50% sativa) created through crossing the
infamous Alien Cookies X (Colombian X Starfighter) strains. Perfect for any hybrid lover who appreciates a super heavy flavor and high, MAC
brings on the hard-hitting effects that will have you feeling totally happy with the world around you in no time at all. It starts with a rush of heady
effects that fill your mind with a sense of happy creativity and pure euphoria. This is accompanied by a deep-felt relaxation that permeates your
very being, leaving you totally calm in both mind and body without a care or pain in the world. Thanks to these effects and its high 14-20%
average THC level, MAC is said to be perfect for treating those suffering from conditions such as insomnia, appetite loss or nausea, chronic
stress, depression, chronic pain and mood swings. This bud has a dank sour citrus flavor with a spicy earthy overtone that sweetens upon
exhale. The aroma is of earthy herbs and pungent diesel, all wrapped up in a sour dank overtone that fills any room with its heavy stench. MAC
buds have super sticky long grape-shaped minty green nugs with sparse orange hairs and a coating of tiny white crystal trichomes.
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